


Partner of your Dreams



Welcome to Tankoa Yachts

Whatever your dream, Tankoa Yachts is your partner

Born of a fathomless passion for the sea and the power of the elements,  

Tankoa Yachts was created to embody the concept of “thinking big”. Dedicated 

to the building of custom-craft mega yachts and first class after sale services, 

the mission of Tankoa is to partner with each yacht owner in the realization  

of their Dream - charting new routes to incredible destinations, excelling in  

technology and elegance and, last but not least, freeing their unique identity and 

way of living the sea. 

Situated in Genoa Sestri Ponente, the Tankoa Yachts shipyard thrives at the heart 

of a city with a millennial tradition of navigation and ship building, offering a unique 

context and the added value of a strategic position in the Mediterranean sea.



Seductress of power



Be seduced by effortless speed

Live the fluid power of contemporary elegance

Evoking the elemental beauty of life on the ocean, air and water inspire an 

exciting new concept of revolutionary elegance. Effortless speed reveals its 

power. State-of-the-art hydrojets, structural transparencies and fluid-dynamics 

challenge the confines of space and time, taking Saetta into a new realm of 

performance-driven luxury.  



The elements of the ocean penetrate every aspect 

of this revolutionary design, with glass walls transforming 

the boundless realms of the sea and sky into structural 

components of true luxury

Designed by Francesco Paszkowski Studio



Lenght overall 53 mt (173,88 ft)

Max Beam 9,20 mt (30,18 ft)

Lenght at water line  47,30 mt (155,18 ft)

Maximum draught  1,70 mt (5,57 ft)

Gasoil  40.000 liters

Fresh water  6.000 liters

Displacement full loaded  310 tons

S533 Saetta

Displacement half load  290 tons

Main Engines  3 MTU 16V 2000 M94L - 1.939 kW each

Propulsion  N°2 Jet Kamewa 80 S III + N°1 Booster Kamewa 80 B III

Max Speed at half load condition  28 Knots

Cruise Speed at half load condition  24 Knots

Range at 24 Knots  600 n.m.

Range at 17 Knots  1.200 n.m.



44°25’15”       008°50’45”

The shipyard is placed in Genoa Sestri Ponente, 

near “Cristoforo Colombo” International Airport, 

few kilometers away from its exit on the 

“Genova-Ventimiglia” (A10 Highway) and opposite 

of the New Yachts Marina.

Tankoa Yachts S.p.A.

P.Iva 03538070107

T + 39 010 8991100

F + 39 010 8991118

info@tankoa.com

Via Cibrario, 1H

16154 Genova Sestri Ponente, Italy
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